Small Block Chevy Mechanical Fuel Pump: We put a lot of road miles on our hot rods and have always used the fool-proof, factory-style mechanical fuel pump. They're easy to find and an easy swap if the need arises. #014-40997 SB Chevy fuel pump: $29.99 ea.

Chrome Plated Fuel Filter: New to the line is this chrome plated fuel filter. It features 90 GPH fuel flow, filtering to 10 microns, rated working pressure of 125 PSI, and 3/8" NPT in/outlet ports. With stainless hardware it is 4 9/16" tall and 2 7/16" round. #113-10102 Chrome fuel filter: $34.95 ea.

SO-CAL Speed Shop Direct Mount Fuel Pressure Gauge: We now offer this anti-vibration liquid filled direct mount fuel pressure gauge. It reads 0-15 psi, has a 1.5" diameter S/S case with 1/8" male pipe thread. #001-62557 Fuel pressure gauge: $35.00 ea.

Finned Aluminum Fuel Blocks: These cast aluminum fuel blocks are offered in 3 styles; 2-port, 3-port and 4-port. They have external mounting lugs and come polished. #215-6132 Fuel block, 2-port: $40.00 ea. #215-6134 Fuel block, 3-port: $45.00 ea. #215-6136 Fuel block, 4-port: $50.00 ea.

SO-CAL Fuel Line Kit: This kit was designed specifically for our SO-CAL Street-Boxed '32 Ford frames running SB Chey's but is easily adapted to other chassis. The kit includes the following:

- S/S fuel lines (tank to filter, filter to mech. pump).
- Screw-on fuel filter and machined aluminum adapter.
- SB Chevy mech. pump, connector hose and clips.
- S/S line clamps and hardware.

#001-72000 '32 Fuel line kit: $219.95 kit
#001-72003 '32 Fuel line kit, no fuel pump: $199.95 kit

Screw-on Fuel Filter System: We've chosen a screw-on replaceable filter because they do the job, they're easy to find and easy to maintain. The system includes a machined aluminum adapter in either a shot peen or polished finish. We also offer a weld-on/bolt-on machined steel, frame mounting plate.

(A) #001-72002 Filter System, polished adapter: $84.99 ea.
(B) #001-72002 Filter System, shot peened adapter: $59.99 ea.
(C) #001-72001 Frame mounting plate: $6.99 ea.

S/S Fuel Line Clamps: We use these 3/8" stainless steel fuel line clamps on all our cars. They're clean, tidy and easy to install. They come 4 to a pack and include S/S fasteners.


Art Deco Aluminum Fuel Block: Made using original "back-in-the-day" tooling, this cast aluminum Art Deco-style fuel block is the perfect addition to any hot rod or custom especially if you are looking for that traditional look. Fuel block features external mounting lugs and comes polished.

#215-6130 Art Deco fuel block, 3-port: $49.95 ea.